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Tóm tắt

The paper presents the most crucial events when Vietnamese people had to confront and deteriorated four strategically neocolonial aggression wars under five US presidents, from Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon to Ford. It is the fierce, brave struggle that wisdom of the whole Party, army and people have been challenged, practiced thanks to following victorious factors: i) the national revolution target and determination to defeat invaders; ii) maintenance of political lines, independent military policies, autonomy, correctness and creativity of the Party; iii) Non-stop evoking the great potential of people's support, capacity and financial strength.
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In Vietnam, the Americans actually fought – therefore in the Cold War 'game', the USSR could not. However, to support the Communist cause, the Soviet Union armed its fellow Communist state, China, who would, in turn, arm and equip the North Vietnamese who fought the Americans. Vietnam before World War Two. Before World War Two, Vietnam had been part of the French Empire. During the war, the country had been overrun by the Japanese. When the Japanese retreated, the people of Vietnam took the opportunity to establish their own government lead by Ho Chi Minh. However, after the end of the war, th...